Reading
Our class text will be ‘The Girl of Ink and Stars’ by Kiran
Millwood Hargrave. We will be improving our
retrieving, inference and fluency skills through a range
of whole class, shared and individual reading and
discussions of the text.

Maths

Science

Maths will be taught using Power Math teaching units. This half
term we will be calculating volume; using algebra to form and solve
equations; interpreting data in a range of forms; measure and draw
shapes accurately; calculate missing angles.

We will be learning about how we make colours,
including using natural resources to create dyes. We will
explore light, reflections and refraction, finding
examples of this within the artwork we are studying.

Geography

Summer Term 1

We will be using maps, atlases, globes and
digital/computer mapping to locate countries and
describe features studied.

History
We will be learning about the role artwork has
played in expressing and reflecting upon key
moments in history.

Writing
We will be writing a short narrative using the Literacy
Shed + unit ‘Francis’. Within this, we will focus on how
we build atmosphere in our texts. We will then create
poems using a range of artwork for stimuli. Our final
piece of writing will be…

PE
We will be working with the Cornish Pirates to
develop our tag rugby skills.

Art
We will be exploring a range
of art styles including
surrealism, abstract and
expressionist. We will study
works of art from a range of
artists including local Cornish
artists.

French
We will be learning about
telling the time in French,
using and applying their
understanding of
numbers.

JIGSAW
We are going to be learning to recognise the
emotions
I am feeling and have strategies to manage them.
We are going to learn to recognise when people are
trying to gain power or control.

RE
We are going to be discussing how the concept of
Jihad can be interpreted differently leading to
different actions and consequences.

